feeling fine

solo by alex hutchings - eadgbe tuning
available now

guthrie govan

CUSTOM SOLO - LARRY CARLTON STYLE BACKING TRACK
Guthrie's interpretation of our Larry Carlton style jam track from Rock Blues

CUSTOM SOLO - ROBBEN FORD STYLE BACKING TRACK
Guthrie's interpretation of our Robben Ford style jam track from Classic Blues

jan cyrka

HOODLUM CORNER 1
Learn to play guitar like our Jan! In this set of ten lessons, Mr Cyrka shows his secrets

HOODLUM CORNER 2
Now with even more melody, cool licks and unmistakeable Cyrka hoodlum!

dominic dawes

JAZZ CORNER 1
Scared of jazz? These 10 funky lessons are perfect for players of any level

rock blues

ROCK BLUES SERIES
Without the blues, there would be no rock music. Learn the styles of the stars!
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